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Inspiring medical recruitment,
with a different perspective



As our name says, only medics focuses solely on placing 
physicians within the pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industries. We are unique in this respect. 

Our specialism means that for many clients, we are the
agency of choice for medical recruitment and advice on
resourcing issues.

Its also why only medics is the first choice for physicians
looking to move into industry or climb the career ladder 
in pharmaceutical medicine.

Our unique perspective

only medics inspiring medical recruitment
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Professional expertise
From entry to Senior Director level roles 
in Clinical Research, Medical Affairs and 
Pharmacovigilance, we deliver a service 
our clients and candidates agree is second 
to none. Our expertise and enthusiasm 
attracts high calibre candidates. We have 
first-hand experience of working in the 
pharmaceutical industry and a thorough 
understanding of the jobs pharmaceutical 
physicians undertake.

We offer candidates in-depth career 
analysis, training and active steps 
to encourage interview success.

For clients, we have innovative pan 
-european, pragmatic solutions 
and a common sense commercial 
approach that reduces costs and 
risks.

Success to date
Market research prior to our launch 
identified a number of key problems 
with medical recruitment across 
europe and an overwhelming need 
for a recruitment company that 
could consistently deliver results.

For many clients, only medics has 
become a preferred provider. The 
company is now well-established and 
completing assignments successfully 
month-on-month. Our client base is 
significant and includes a substantial 
number of pharmaceutical companies 
from the ‘top 10’ through small-medi-
um sized companies, Clinical Research 
Organisations (CROs) and Biotech 
companies to start-up ventures.

It’s not just jobs!
For a recruitment company, it may 
sound like we’re shooting ourselves 
in the foot but we believe in helping 
address turnover issues. Excessive 
turnover does no one any favours. 
We advise on retention issues – 
induction plans, schematics for re-
tention programmes and agreeing 
goals for skills development.

We also take a proactive approach to 
recruitment – looking to the future and 
helping clients align physician recruit-
ment to business strategy.

In addition to providing published 
commentary on pharma and manage-
ment issues, only medics provides 
career advice to medical bodies and 
industry associations

We also deliver independent train-
ing and consultancy on technical 
and management issues.
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Inspiring medical recruitment

only medics inspiring medical recruitment

“It has been a pleasure to work with only medics on this 
assignment. I was helped and communicated with every 
step of the way and felt that the candidates similarly were 
being helped and supported. Any one of the final candidates 
could have filled the role, the only difficulty was choosing 
between them! I will certainly be using only medics again 
when the next vacancy arises.”
Vice President, Product Development  Global Contract Research Organisation

Our business perspective is to concentrate on what 
we do best and not stretch ourselves across other 
recruitment areas. We collaborate with HR professionals 
and industry medics throughout a recruitment 
assignment and source physicians who really do meet 
the vacancy brief. This means we can confidently 
offer the right candidate to our clients.



Problem solvers
Medical recruitment is often perceived
as problematic. Our market research
identified the following issues:

Clients’ perspective
• Assignment-to-placement times

too long

• Inappropriate CV’s submitted –
wasted client time

• Upfront fees with no guarantee
of delivery

• Fee structures in need of overhaul

• Generalist agencies diverting
resources to achieve financial targets

• Candidates with limited knowledge
of the roles they are submitted for

• Unresponsive recruitment agencies
– reactive rather than proactive

• Lack of new entrants.

Candidates’ perspective
• Lack of trust - belief that generalist

agencies focus on clients and fees

• The market is no more than a ‘shop
window’ with onus on them to find
the right role

• Lack of latest information about
specific roles and job functions

• Concern that their CV’s flood
the market – often without
their agreement

• Lack of briefing for interviews and
preparation for new roles

• Lack of communication and
follow-up

• No added value from the relationship.

only medics was set up to specifically
target these medical recruitment
problems using innovative, 
strategic solutions.

Since launching, only medics has
experienced rapid business growth.
We’ve also received unanimous praise
and support from Medical Directors
and HR professionals for our proactive
and collaborative approach to
recruitment assignments.

Physicians are strongly attracted to a
company dedicated exclusively to their
needs and we have evolved to become
a leading provider of medical resource
with an exceptional success rate in
filling vacancies for Medical Directors,
Medical Managers, Medical Advisers,
Clinical Research Physicians and Drug
Safety Physicians.

only medics is successful where
other agencies fail because of a real
understanding of the needs of industry
physicians and the capability to
leverage a high level of dedicated
expertise. By focusing solely on medical
recruitment, we guarantee no diversion
of attention to non-medical
assignments and safeguard against
expensive recruitment mistakes.

Elaine Ford PhD FCIPD formed
only medics in 2005 after nearly
20 years’ pharmaceutical industry
experience gained from roles in
Clinical Development and Medical
Affairs with leading pharmaceutical
companies and CROs.

Elaine’s last industry appointment 
was Head of Training (Europe) with
one of the top 3 pharmaceutical com-
panies based in Switzerland. In 2002
she was appointed to a Board level
position in the Clinical Resourcing
sector.

only medics comprises a team of
skilled professionals with wide-ranging
contacts in pharmaceutical medicine,
advertising design, web data
management, business strategy, 
HR and IT.

only medics is also supported by 
a flagship web-enabled product for
managing the entire recruitment
process. With leading-edge tools for
permanent and interim recruitment
management, the product has been
specifically designed and implemented
for only medics with functionality 
for clients working in a Master Vendor
environment.
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Putting problems into perspective

”Elaine provided me with excellent pre-interview
preparation and efficient follow up during the job
selection process. I particularly enjoyed her unique 
and personal attention, which you rarely see in larger
recruitment companies. I would recommend only medics
to other candidates without hesitation.”
Senior Clinical Research Physician, hired from France into a UK-based Japanese pharmaceutical company
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only medics inspiring medical recruitment

We do more than place people in jobs – we work
with candidates to identify their career aspirations
and how they can realise them. We communicate
regularly and responsively with our clients, prepare
job or person specifications if required and collaborate
with HR professionals and Medical Departments to
proactively resource plan for the future.

It’s what only medics does and we do it well!
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With extensive experience of both the 
pharmaceutical industry and executive 
pharmaceutical recruitment sector, we 
have a thorough understanding of the 
jobs that physicians undertake – this 
means for clients we ensure they get 
the right candidate.

Market research into the way medical 
roles were handled by the recruitment 
sector confirmed the problems 
companies faced when trying to recruit 
pharmaceutical physicians and how 
unhappy many physicians were with 
recruitment practice.

Our business aim is to deliver a service 
in which clients and candidates can 
have total confidence.

During every recruitment assignment 
we provide free web advertising 
on our website and on the major 
pharmaceutical job boards. We can 
also produce targeted and creative 
advertising designs that successfully 
generate high levels of candidate 
interest and response.

We start with an initial consultation 
so we fully understand the vacancy as 
well as your requirements then we 
follow up with a tailored approach for 
your specific recruitment assignment.

We’ll discuss permanent and interim 
solutions and if required, we’ll give 
assistance and advice when drafting 
job descriptions or person spe-
cifications. We’ll also provide 
opportunity for you to participate 
in Physician2Pharma training 
events. 

We carry out detailed screening 
interviews before sending you suitable 
candidates. Our focus is on quality 
rather than quantity. With each sub-
mission you will receive an interview 
summary and recommendation.

Any candidates selected for interview 
will be fully briefed about the role, 
the company and its products.

We do all this without charging any 
upfront fees.

• Dedicated focus to source the right 
‘fit’ of candidate to vacancy

• Advice on drafting job descriptions 
and person specifications

• Only suitable candidate 
CVs submitted

• Permanent and interim assignments

• Exclusivity – no diversion of attention 
to non-medical assignments

• Candidate training and preparation 
for industry roles

• Potential to reach a bigger pool 
of new candidates.

If you want to know more about how 
only medics can meet your medical
recruitment needs please ring 
 +44 (0) 207 822 1719.

We look forward to hearing from you.
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A focused perspective for clients

only medics inspiring medical recruitment

“Very quickly we were presented with CVs and 
interviews were arranged resulting in a very 
experienced and competent candidate being 
offered the role and accepting. We will have 
no hesitation in using only medics again because 
they are prepared to think outside of the box 
and act in a very proactive manner.”
HR Director  Leading Japanese pharmaceutical company

We will not throw dozens of CVs at a client – that’s 
no good for the client and certainly no good for us in 
the long term. And that’s what we look towards – 
the long term. We genuinely want to place the right 
candidate in the right job – it makes commercial 
sense for the client, the candidate and us!

We target each assignment using a variety of 
recruitment techniques yet have a single fee structure 
regardless of the methodology we use. only medics 
attracts an exceptional number of high calibre 
candidates who are drawn to a company that 
specialises in helping physicians. Most importantly, 
we network extensively with our contacts so we 
know where the best candidate is when it matters.
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For our candidates our first-hand 
experience of working in the pharma 
industry means that we can give you 
the right advice to find the right job. 
We work with you, offering a detailed 
screening interview, CV review, short 
and long-term unbiased career advice, 
support and regular communication 
until we find the right role to help 
you achieve your career aspirations. 
The time we invest with you during 
the job search process will ensure we 
understand your needs.

Our training initiatives such as 
Physician2Pharma are actively 
increasing the pool of new better 
informed and prepared pharmaceut-
ical physicians.

We uphold the highest standards in 
recruitment. We do not send your CV 
to clients unless we have your 
permission, have discussed the role 
and provided you with a complete 
job description. Once a client invites 
you for interview, we support you 
throughout your preparation towards 
a successful conclusion.

Our website is packed with information 
to help you achieve success in your 
job search.

We treat our customers, whether client 
or candidate, with equal respect. 
We hold physicians in high regard. 
If you are unable to talk to us in usual 
business hours, we’ll make time for 
you outside of them.

Without charging any fees, we offer 
the following:

• An exclusive understanding and 
focus solely on medics’ needs

• Detailed face-to-face career 
interviews to help find the right role

• Full briefing about roles and 
specific vacancies

• CVs only sent for appropriate 
opportunities

• Training, career advice and job 
interview preparation

• Non-contractual approach 
to interim placements

• Weekly updates

• Emphasis on building trust 
relationships for the long-term.

If you want to know more about 
how only medics can offer you 
exceptional career opportunities, 
please ring 
+44 (0) 207 822 1719.

We look forward to hearing from you. 08

Putting candidates on the right path

only medics inspiring medical recruitment

“A truly professional (and dare I say it nice!) 
company to work with. The difference with only 
medics is that they really do listen to your needs on 
both a personal and professional level whether you 
are coming to pharma from the NHS or moving 
within pharma companies. In a nutshell, I would 
recommend only medics as ‘the’ first port of call 
for anyone looking for a pharma position”
Medical Assessment Physician, hired into a global-facing department with a major pharmaceutical company. 

“The whole event was so well organised and we were 
exposed to a wealth of information and opportunities in 
a really relaxed and friendly environment.”

“I felt really privileged to get such an in-depth view of a 
medic’s potential role in the pharmaceutical industry from 
such top industry professionals. The speakers were all 
informative and entertaining.”

“I thoroughly enjoyed the Physician2Pharma work-
shop yesterday. You should consider it to have been a 
great success. The speakers were all excellent and the 
programme was very well organised and structured.”

Comments from some of the delegates attending the last NHS2Pharma workshop, 

a 1 day event developed and run by only medics


